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ABSTRACT
ice. Since manipulator control primitives are defined at
thesystem level,aprogramwritteninanylanguage
which is abletoprovidetheproperlist
of arguments
RCCL is a robotprogrammingsystemthat
can use the manipulator primitives.
enablesauserto
specify robotmanipulator
Instead of designingyetanotherrobotprogramtasks employing a set of primitive system calls
ming language, we use the C language to write manipusimilarinspirittothose
of the UNIX inputlators programs. The RCCL system is itself written the
outputsystem.Thegoalsaddressedinthe
C language. C is a highlevel structured language suitRCCLsystemare:manipulatortask
descripableforprojects
of anysize,whichallows
us todeal
tion;
sensor
integration;
updatable
world
with low levelimplementationdetails.Programsare
representation; flexibility; wide range of applieasily portable, and yet can be
efficiently implemented.
cations; medium level robot programming; offTwo criticismsareoftenmade
of compiledlanguages
line
programming;
efficiency; manipulator
based
systems.
The
compila.tion
time
increases
the
independence;
portability;
foregroundedit-test cycle time. If a program fails either because it
background programming; Cartesian path proof view, or from
is wrong from the manipulation point
gramming;arbitrarypathspecification;trackbas t o
the programming point of view, the whole task
ing; force control.
be stopped.Practicehasshownthattheselimitations
are largelyoffsetby
thegaininflexibilityandgeneralis
ity. If for some applications, an interpreted language
1. Introduction
needed, the interpreter of a general purpose or adedicatedlanguagecanalsomakeuse
of RCCL system
Most current robot programming systems are based
calls. Wewouldobtain,inthatcase,
a largegainin
on adedicatedprogramminglanguage.Quitealarge
modularity.TheRCCLdesignapproachhasadvannumber of themexit ( A L , A M L , HELP, JARS, LM,
tages in modularity,flexibilityandhardwareindepenMCL, RAIL, VAL). Theyconsist of a languageinterdence.
preter running at low priority specifying motion parametersto a trajectorygenerator.Thetrajectorygenera2. Overview
tor,runningathighpriority,andusuallyinterrupt
driven, computes the sequence of joint varia.bles so as to
2.1. Manipulator task description
produce the desired motion. The sequence
of joint variables is in turntransmittedtoaservoprocesscapable
The location of anobject is described by its posiof actuatingtherobot'sjoints.Theexecution
flow of
tionandoricntationwithrespecttosomereference
therobotprogram
issynchronizedwiththeactual
coordinate frame. In the remaining,
the word 'position'
motion of themanipulator.Mostlanguagebased
syswill implicitly
stand
to
'position
and
orientation'.
tems, if not all, arestronglytiedtothecomputer
Tasks are described in terms
of positions to be reached
hardware on which they run,
as well as to the type of
or exertforces on objects
in spacetograsp,displace
manipulator
they
control.
The
more
sophisticated
1oca.ted in the
robot
work
space.
Tasks
are
also
robotprogramminglanguagesbecome,themorethey
described by thesequenceandthetype
of motions
resemblehigh
level computerprogramminglanguages
necessarytocarryoutthework.Positiondescriptions
(ALGOL,PASCAL,etc.)augmentedwiththedata
require special data structures and sequential operations
structuresandoperatorsnecessarytocontrolrobots.
of a robot require special primitives. Both can however
Some languages can handle concurrent processing.
beimplementedwiththetoolsprovidedbyhighlevel
RCCL is not a language but
a set of system calls
langmges,
namely,
data
structures,
functions
,and
suitable for the control of robot manipulators. Manipnstructured flow of control.(The e languagedoesnot
latorprogramsbecomeordinarycomputerprograms,
know anything about a file, for example. Users wishing
and the manipulator is considered as a peripheral devto manipulate files in their programs have to include a
system file called "stdi0.h". This file contains a descripThis work is partially supported by a Grant from the CNRS project
tion of thenecessarydatastructures.Filescanbe
ARA (Automatique et Robotique Avanctk), France. Facilities to
manipulatedbysystemprimitivefucctionslike
read,
perform this researcbare provided by the Purdue University CIDwrite, flbuf, or, fzsbuf [I]).
MAC project. Richard Paul is the Ransburg Professor of Robotics.
This material is also based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant. No. MEA-8119884. Any opinions,
findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the National Science Foundation.
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The first implementation runs on a VAX 111780 computer under
UNM. It has beenused to control a PUMA manipulator and a
Stanford Arm.
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2.1.1. Structured position description
RC:CI, handleswhat is referred to as structured
position
descript,ion
[ 2 ] . T h e basic
const.ruct
is the
homogeneoustnnsformationthat
is mathematical
a
constructdescribingtheposition
of coordinateframes.
A homogeneous
transformation
can
either
be
int,erpreted a s the descript,ion of the position of a coordinate
framewithrespect,toanother,
or as a transformation
performedonthefirstcoordinateframe.Homogeneous
transformations are a very general tool
131, howeverin
t,o orthogonal
manipul:lt.ion we will restrict
them
transformations,built
in terms of a 3 by 3 rotation
matrixconst,ructedwiththreeorthogonalvectorsn?
0,
and a, and a position vector p.
Relative positions of objects can be described with
transformations
products.
For
example,
let, OBJ, a
transformation, describe the position
of an object relaa. reference
coordinat,e
.fra.me. Let HOLE
tive
to
reprcrient theposition
of a hole withrespect
to the
frame ODJ. Thematrixproduct
OBJ IIOLE which is
a.1~0n llonqoneoustrnnsformat,ion, describes the posit.ion of i.hehole
relativetothereferencecoordinate
of orthogonal home+
framr.Oneimportantproperty
geneoustransformation is that the inversetransformstion can be obtained at reduced computational costs.
OnededicatedtransformationT6,representsthe
position of the end-effector with respect to the reference
of the manipulacoordinate frame located at the base
t,or. A givenmnnipulat,or podioncanbe
specifiedin
base coordmates by writing:
T6 = PQS

reference coordinate frame:
T 6 = REF-' C O W OBJ P G TOOL-'
One RCCL systemcalldirectlyimplementsposition
equations in terms of dynamicdatastructures.The
positions can be modified a t t h e level of the move statement in terms of small
translations
and
rotations
described in the tool frame. This provides a convenient
shorthand for specifying approachanddeproach positions, or forspecifyingmotionswhichpurposelyover
shoot the described osition when the arm
is to perform
guarded motions [2lr
2.1.2. Motion description
A task is madeup
of a number path segments
between successive positions. There are many ways for
a manipulator[4](5]. RCCL
generatingtrajectoriesfor
providestwotypes
of motions. T h e firstone,called
joint mode, consists of computing the set of joint values
foreachend of path segment and generating all intermediate
values
by
linear
interpolation.
The
second
type, that we will call Cartesian mode, requires the system to solveamodifiedpositionequationeachsample
interval and to compute the corresponding joint coordinates.Thepositionequation
is internally modifiedin
such a way that one frame, called the tool frame, moves
along
straight
lines
and
rotates
around
fixed
axis.
These motion types are discussed elsewhere [3][6]. Here,
we will assume that we are dealing with
a manipulator
for which an analytical solution exists, relating a Cartesianposition to a set of jointscoordinates[7][8][9][10].
In the current implementation, manipulator motions are
obtained by specifying a sequence of desired joint values
to the
servo
processes
controlling
the
manipulat,or
joints. IIowever, most
of what follows does not assume
a particular cont,rol method.
Pathsegmenttransitions
involve three positions.
PI, is
Themanipulator
is onitswayfromposition
about to perform a transitionnext to P2 in orderto
necessary t o
headtoward P3. Transitionarerendered
a
avoid velocity discontinuities, and are computed using
quarticpolynomial.
At thetime of a transition,the
subsequent path segment is fullydescribedbythegoal
position P3, PI and P2 beingknownfromthecurrent
mot.ion,by the time of the transhion, and by the time
of the segment itself. RCCL allows the user to specify
as segmenttimes.
If the velocit,y is
velocities,aswell
specified, theCartesiandistance
of eachtoolframe
is
determined to compute t.he segment time automatically.
Whenthemanipulator
is to movewhileexerting
forces or torquesonobjects,themanipulatormust
be
controlled in a suchawaythatforcesandtorquesare
controlled directly in place of positions. The manipnlator is thensaid
tobecontrolledin
a comply mode.
Several methods [lI][l2][13][l4] are proposed forsuch a
control. RCGL implements a variation of Shimano's
jointmatchingmethod
[22]. RCCI, providesfor compliance specifications in the tool coordinate frame which
is specified
in
the
position
equation.
Compliance
is
specifiedin terms of forcesalong,andtorquesaronnd
theprincipalaxes
of the tool frame.Themanipulator
looses one if the positional degree of freedom for each
or aroundwhichthemanipulator
is
directionalong,
complying inforce. Thetrajectory is thenconstrained
by the geometrical features of the objects in contact. A
more complete discussion of this subject can be found in
1151.

Howcvcr:suchadescription
is nsualiyinsufficient. For
inst,ance, one might need to express that a tool att.aehed
to thearm end-effector mustreachtheposition
F'QS.
This is achieved by writing:
T 6 TOOL = POS
A more complete description of a motion to a goal position might be written as:
REF T6 TOOL = C O W OB9 PG
Where:
is the position of the manipulator with respect
REF
to reference coordinate frame.
T6

describes the position of the manipulator endeffectorwithrespect
tothereference
coordior to the
nate frame attached to the shoulder
base of the manipulator.

TOOL

expresses the position of a too% attached to the
end-effector.

COW

represents a conveyor belt, defined as a coordito the reternateframemovingwithrespect
ence coordinate frame.

OBJ

is the position of the object to be grasped lying
on the conveyor belt.

PG

is the position of the end-effector,relative
OBJ, where the object is to be grasped.

to

Posibion equations are solved for T 6 to obtain the
desired position of the manipulator with respect to the
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2.2.
Sensor
integration;
Updatable
world
representation;
One of the main goals of RCCL is to facilitate the
integration of sensors [ M I . Sensors are used t o influence
thebehavior of the manipulator according to information acquired from the manipulator or from its environment.Sensorinformationcanbe
classified
in
many
different ways : according to the data type necessary to
representit,booleans,scalars,vectors,arrays,tensors,
etc ...; by meaning, touch, limit, distance, position, temperature, vibration, force, etc ...; by the order of magnitude of theacquisitiontime,minutes,seconds,
milliseconds)
microseconds;
accuracy
by
;and
so on.
Considering this variety, the RCCL approach is to deliberatelyignore,whenpossible,
the type of information
to prowe ma.y have to deal with, but on the contrary,
videsmeansfor
an efficient utilization of thisinformation.

I

2.2.1. Foreground - background programming
As robotprograms will have to interact with the
environment while the manipulator is moving, programs
are not implicitly synchronized with the robot motions.
Eachtime
a motion is required, a motion request is
a ’First-infirst-out’queue.
T h e request
enteredinto
consists of a record containing all the information necessarytoperformthecorrespondingpathsegment.This
feature allows us to specify ahead a sequence of motions
and to perform input output operations and calculations
as the
robot
is executing
the
requests.
When
the
motion
queue
becomes
empty,
the
manipulator
is
brought bo rest.We
willsee
thatitdoesnot
necessarely mean that the manipulator
is brought to a stop
inabsolutecoordinat,es.Slowsensorssuch
as computer
vision systems requiring lengthy computations can then
be efficiently used as there is no need to stop the manipulatorwhilethedata
is acquiredandprocessed.
A
’wait’ primitive is provided when it is necessary to synchronize
the
execution
of the
program
with
the
manipulator’s motions. A similar technique to allow for
of severalmanipulatorsor
thesimultaneouscontrol
positioning devices may be implemented in the future.

2.2.3. Influencing trajectories
Fast sensorscanprovidefordirectsynchronous
sensory feedback. This corresponds to the class of functransformations.
this
case,
In
a
tionally defined
transformation is attachedto a functionthat will be
of the funcevaluated each sample time. The purpose
tion is to calculate the value of the transformation as a
function of sensorreadings.
T h e positionequationin
section 2.1.1. makesuse of such a functionallydefined
transform to describe a position with respect to a conveyorbelt.
If themotion
is performedin
Cartesian
mode, the tracking is perfectly accurate, since the positionequation
is evaluated at sampletimeintervals.
When the motion is performedin joint mode, the sysat the end of the
temestimatestheexpectedposition
segment
by
linear
extrapolation.
If thefunctionally
defined transform is computed as a function of time, we
canobtainmathematicallydescribedmotions(circles,
ellipses etc ...).
The transitions to, or from path segments involving moving coordinate frames must deal with unpredictablevelocitychanges.Smoothtransitionsareobtained
by adding a third
order
polynomial
trajectory
modificationduringthetransitiontime.Wehaveseen
that manipulator stops are obtain
by repeating a move
to the same position. When the position
involvesmoving coordinate frames, the stop will be relative to those
If a stop in absolute coordimoving coordinate frames.
nates is required, a moveto a fixed positionmustbe
performed before specifying the stop. The system interequation
which
always
nally maintains a position
reflects t.he currentposition of themanipulator.It
is
thereforepossibletohavethemanipulatorstop
at an
arbitraryinstant at the position itcurrentlyoccupies.
Functionally
described
transformations
can
be
used
anywhere in a positionequation.Trajectoriescanbe
affectedwithrespecttoanycoordinateframewhich
provides unlimited applications.
2.2.4. Influencing path segment times
T h e second
way
t o influence the
manipulator
behavior is t o modify the length of the path segments,
to start, and to stop the manipulator according to external events. The RCCL system allows
to interrupt the
execution and cause a transition to the next path segment at any moment by merely setting a global flag. A
motion termination code enables the user
to determine
the cause of the path segment termination. For example,thesysteminternallychecksforjointlimitsand
brings the manipulator to an absolute stop when one of
them is reached.Theterminationcode
allows us to
checkforthepropertermination
of themotionsthat
maycause
a jointlimitand
to takeanappropriate
action.Foranymotionterminatedon
a condition, a
meaningful1terminationcode
is returned. An arbitrary
monitoring function can be specified as part of a motion
request,theterminationcode
is then chosenby
the
user.Start,stop,motioninterruptionandresumption
are achieved using the same mechanism.

Influencing positions
End of segmentpositionscanbe
modified according
to
information
acquired
at run
time.
This
is
achieved
by
changing
the
value
of transformations
withinpositionequations.Transformations
likely tobe
( hold
modifird atruntimemust,bedeclaredassuch
transforms). The system makes a copy the transformamoue
request
is
tion atthetimethecorresponding
issued, and enters it in the motion queuc. It is therefore
to describe a
possible t,o usethesametransformation
co0rdinat.e frame whose value is different from one path
segmenttoanother.Using
a copy of thetransformaat an arbition, makes it possible to change the value
trary inst,ant. even if the corresponding position equation
is currently being evaluated. A typical use of this type
of transformation is thedescription of anobject position that is variable and obtained from sensor readings
at discrete time intervals.
Userinteractionand
slow sensorslikecomputer
vision require the use of hold transformations. Position
at timein a completely
datacanbeacquiredahead
asynchronous manner.
2.2.2.

2.2.5. Internal sensing

Internalinformation is acquired from the manipulator itself. Twoparticularly usefulkinds of informations are internally maintained
in RCCL: position and
force.
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3.3. Real time channel communication
T h e realtimechannel,besidestransmittinginformationbetween t h e controllersandthehostmachine
performsseveralfunctionssuchastheconversions
of
encodervaluestotri.gonometricangles,theconversion
of torque to current,, Joint limits. It
also monitors maximum velocit.ies and maximum currents and checks
for
data
integrity.
A manual
stepping
mode
and
an
automatic rest position return are built in.

2.2.5.1.Position
For anymotionterminatedon
a condition,the
world model may have to be updated to account for the
actualpositionwherethemanipulatorstopped.The
system is thenasked to update a transformation in a
positionequation. T h e equation is solvedforrequested
transformation using the actual value
of T 6 when the
path
segment
ends.
This
new
position
information
might be very usefulin anysubsequent,motionrelated
to thislocation.
For example,considerthecase
of a
manipulatorpickingupanobjectwhichithad
previously placed on a surface whose height is only approximntivelyknown.
Themanipulator is able to retrieve
the object immediately if the final position of the object
was updated.

3.4. Setpoint process
T h e setpoint process is interrupt driven. Each time
a pathsegmentterminates,theprocessattemptsto
obtain a new mot,ion request from the queue. If there is
one,thetransitionparametersarecomputedaccording
to the type of path segment and the transition parametersarecomputed.Manytypes
of transitionsoccur :
joint mode, Cartesian mode, moving coordinate frames,
constrained motions. The final result is alwaysaset of
joint positions and torques.

2.2.5.2. Force
Joint torques are also obtained from the manipulator stat.e. The complete determination of the forces and
on the joint torques
torques exerted on an object based
[IT], RCCL, however
leadstolengthycomputations
providesamechanismt,hatcomparestheactualforces
andtorquesagainstexpectedvalues.Thisinformation
may be used to cause a path segment termination when
some specified limit is reached.Thesubsequentpath
segment will usually contain compliance specifications.

3.5. User pracess
The user processconsist of the user program cab
ling the RCCL primitives.Memoryspace
is dynamifor eachnewpositionequation.This
callyallocat,ed
spacecanbereleasedwhenneeded
no longerneeded.
to handletransformaSeveralfunctionsareprovided
tions: rotations, Euler angles, roll pitch and yaw angles,
transform multiplication, transform inversion, etc ...

3. The RCCE implementation
When a manipulator in under RCCL control,four
processes are concurrently running. At the lower level a
servo process controls the position or the torque of each
as inputparameters.The
setpoint
manipulat.orjoint
process, running at interrupt level, computes the Cartesian trajectories and determines the corresponding joint
parameters. A realtimecommunicationchannelswaps
informat,ion bct,ween the seruoprocess and the setpoint
runningundertime
sha.ring
process. Theuserprocess
containsthe RCCE system calls. T h e setpointprocess
communicates
with
the
user process
via
a motion
request queue containing all the necessary information.

48. TQOlS
4.1. Trajectory planning

There exists a version of t h e RCCL library, which
instead of computing the trajectories in real time, computes them off-line. This is achieved by calling the setpointfunction in a loop instead of activatingit upon
interrupt.Thesamemanipulatorprograms,provided
that they do not depend on external events and
information,canbe
run inthisfashion.Somedebugging
took arethenprovided.Thesystemcan
beasked to
keep a trace of themotionrequests,
to store the
sequence of setpointson file in order to replaythem
afterwards, or t o plot them.

3.1. Servo process
The present implementation makes use
of Unimation PUM.4 robot controllers. These controllers include
six microprocessors,oneperjoint.Eachjointservo
micro processor receives position commands specified in
increment,alencodervalues.
T h e joint,processorscan
alsoreadandtransmitthejoint
positioninformation.
The Stanford arm controller has been
modified [E8](19]
so thatjoint
1, 2, and 3 canbeforceservoed.The
P u m a a r m controller can drive the joints motors with
current
specifications.
A method for relating
joint
torquestomotorcurrentshasbeendevelopedand
implementedbyZhang
Wong [ZO]. Themethodtake
into account the friction effect of the joint drives.

4.2. Teaching
A manual
control
program
is included
within
RCCL. It consists of a very
simple
command
line
languageinterpreterenablinganoperatortointeractivelymove themanipulator in Cartesiancoordinates.
Motionscanbespecifiedinworld
or toolcoordinates.
zpdate primitive. T h e
Positions can be recorded via the
manual
control
program
i s implemented
entirely
in
terms of RCCL primitives.
4.3. Transformabeion data base
A simple data base system has also been developed.
Transformation values can be recorded and read on line
in manipulator programs. The values can be displayed
and modified off-line for maint,enance.

3.2. Joint processor control and hosemachine
interface
A L S I l l microprocessor supervises the joint processors andestablishesthecommunicationwiththehost
machine.Ateachsampletimeinterval,the
microprccessor gathers data from the manipulator, transmits it
to the host machine, accepts commands, and sends the
correspondingvaluestothejoint
processors. It also
executes a calibration procedure at startup time.

5. Conclusion
Themaingoal
of thisprojectwas
to show that
manipulator control could be developed in a more general context than within the framework of a stand alone
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robot controller with to it’s own language. The current
RCCLimplementationdoesnotyet
offer the convenience of dedicated robot controllers because it requires a
largemachine.Ho~wever, as microprocessorbasedcomputersbecomemorepowerfulandcanrunoperating
systemslikeUNIX,theRCCLapproachshowsmany
advantagesoverconventionalrobotcontrollerdesigns.
The conclusion we wish todraw is thatrobotcontrol
as anadditiontoanalreadyexisting,
canbeviewed
tested, and standardized system, rather than the
design
from scratch of a system which provides only for robot
control.
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